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Abstract: Designing an efficient distributed economic dispatch (DED) strategy for the smart grid (SG) in the
presence of multiple generators plays a paramount role in obtaining various benefits of a new generation power
system, such as easy implementation, low maintenance cost, high energy efficiency, and strong robustness against
uncertainties. It has drawn a lot of interest from a wide variety of scientific disciplines, including power engineering,
control theory, and applied mathematics. We present a state-of-the-art review of some theoretical advances toward
DED in the SG, with a focus on the literature published since 2015. We systematically review the recent results
on this topic and subsequently categorize them into distributed discrete- and continuous-time economic dispatches
of the SG in the presence of multiple generators. After reviewing the literature, we briefly present some future
research directions in DED for the SG, including the distributed security economic dispatch of the SG, distributed
fast economic dispatch in the SG with practical constraints, efficient initialization-free DED in the SG, DED in the
SG in the presence of smart energy storage batteries and flexible loads, and DED in the SG with artificial intelligence
technologies.
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algorithm; Discrete-time optimization algorithm
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1 Introduction

Electrical grid is one of the most complex infras-
tructures in modern society. Almost all the essen-
tial infrastructures of modern society, ranging from
transportation infrastructures to finance infrastruc-
tures and to medical infrastructures, are heavily de-
pendent on the reliable supply of electricity. These
demands have fostered the emergence of the next-
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generation infrastructure of electrical power, known
as “smart grid” (SG) (Farhangi, 2010), which is a
comprehensive upgrade of electrical grid with a range
of new information and communication technologies.
SG incorporates a large number of distributed energy
resources (DERs) (including various gas turbines and
wind-power resources), energy storage devices, and
flexible loads, leading to great complexity in the en-
ergy management of SG. Fig. 1 demonstrates a ba-
sic SG structure. Clearly, it incorporates advanced
management, control, and communication technolo-
gies to improve operational efficiency for power gen-
eration units and electricity transmission facilities,
and furnish flexible choices for various consumers.

Economic dispatch (ED) is one of the most
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fundamental and critical issues in energy manage-
ment of electrical grid. The goal of ED is to schedule
power generation of each generator so that the elec-
tricity demand in the electrical grid can be supplied
entirely in a most economical way, while subject to
certain constraints. Practically, short-term load fore-
casting is the starting point of ED. ED allocates the
forecasted load to each generation unit in an eco-
nomical way. However, as load forecasting may not
be accurate, load frequency control is adopted to
compensate for the forecasting error using the pri-
mary and secondary frequency control. Note that
the solution to the ED problem (EDP) corresponds
to the set value of the mechanical power output,
which is an important parameter in frequency con-
trol (Fig. 2). Typically, EDP can be formulated as
a constrained optimization problem (COP). To solve
this problem, the traditional electrical grid adopts
centralized methods and techniques, such as Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions (Li ZS et al., 2016),
interior-point methods (Yan and Quintana, 1997),
primal-dual methods (Martinez et al., 2014), quasi-
Newton methods (Li ZG et al., 2013), saddle-point
methods (Zhang X et al., 2015), and heuristic al-
gorithms (Park et al., 2005). Within the context
of the centralized optimization approach, calcula-
tions are performed in a centralized computing cen-
ter that could collect the required global informa-
tion about the grid. Before a large number of DERs
are integrated into the electrical grid, this traditional
generation-side dispatching method works well as the
number of generators to be scheduled is small. How-
ever, it may be inadequate to dispatch generators
of an SG with a large number of DERs due to the
limitations of the centralized methods, such as low
flexibility, low scalability, and high communication/
computational cost.

Unlike in the traditional electrical grid, in SG,
generators including various DERs will be equipped
with sensing, communication, and computing units
(Yu XH et al., 2011; Wang YN et al., 2016; Wen
et al., 2016). In this context, distributed optimiza-
tion and computational methods for ED will become
feasible and promising. Several benefits, such as easy
implementation, low maintenance cost, high energy
efficiency, and strong robustness against uncertain-
ties, can be gained using distributed optimization
and computational methods (Wang HW et al., 2019).
Therefore, distributed ED (DED) has been widely
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Fig. 2 Execution process of economic dispatch
Ptotal represents the total power demand predicted by de-
mand forecasting

acknowledged. In general, DED aims at designing
a distributed algorithm for each generator to dis-
patch the active power based on the locally available
information to cooperatively meet electricity de-
mand at a minimized cost. Many distributed ap-
proaches have been developed to deal with the DED
problems (DEDPs) under various scenarios, such as
communication delay (Yang T et al., 2017), asyn-
chronous setting (Bragin and Luh, 2017), switching
communication graph (Yang ZQ et al., 2017), trans-
mission losses (Wang R et al., 2019b), and event-
triggered communication (Shi et al., 2020). In this
study, we present a state-of-the-art review on some
theoretical advances toward DED in SGs. We sys-
tematically review the recent results on this topic
and subsequently categorize them into distributed
discrete- and continuous-time EDs in SG.

1. Distributed discrete-time algorithm design
for ED

Recent results on this topic are categorized into
distributed discrete-time algorithm design for EDPs
with and without practical operational constraints.
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In the case of without operational constraints, the
aim is to design distributed discrete-time algorithms
to tackle EDP for SG in the presence of the power
balance condition. Neglecting the operational con-
straints on the generators makes it easy for re-
searchers to clarify the effect of communication de-
lays, topological uncertainties, and external distur-
bances on the distributed algorithms. Compared
with designing distributed discrete-time algorithms
to solve EDP without operational constraints, the
main challenge encountered by considering opera-
tional constraints is how to simultaneously deal with
the effect of various practical operational constraints,
e.g., power losses on transmission lines, ramp rate
constraints for generators, and power balance con-
straints on EDPs.

2. Distributed continuous-time algorithm de-
sign for ED

The existing research advances on such a topic
are categorized into distributed continuous-time al-
gorithm design for ED with various generators’
constraints and distributed continuous-time algo-
rithm design for ED with communication imper-
fections. Compared with the distributed discrete-
time ED algorithms, the distinguishing feature of the
continuous-time ED algorithms lies in that they can
avoid the difficulty encountered by step size selec-
tions for convergence analysis and thus can facilitate
theoretical analysis.

2 Preliminaries

First, we present some basic concepts and useful
lemmas in graph theory, nonsmooth analysis, and
discrete-time/continuous-time consensus algorithms
in multi-agent systems.

The communication network of generation units
in SG can be modeled by a directed graph (digraph)
or an undirected graph G(V , E), where V denotes
the set of generators (nodes) and E denotes the set
of communication links (edges) between generators.
For a digraph, we say that i can receive informa-
tion from j if (j, i) ∈ E ; let N+

i = {j|(j, i) ∈ E}
and N−

i = {j|(i, j) ∈ E} denote the in- and out-
neighbor of the ith generator, respectively. For an
undirected graph, i and j can receive each other’s
information if (i, j) ∈ E . Ni denotes the neighbor
set of i. G is a strongly connected digraph if there
is a directed path from i to j for any two distinct

nodes i, j ∈ V . Correspondingly, G is a connected
undirected graph if there is an undirected path be-
tween any two distinct nodes i, j ∈ V . A weighted
digraph G = (V , E ,AAA) consists of a digraph (V , E)
and an adjacency matrix AAA = [aij ] ∈ R

N×N with
aij > 0 if and only if (j, i) ∈ E . The weighted out-
degree and in-degree of node i are dout(i) =

∑N
j=1 aji

and din(i) =
∑N

j=1 aij , respectively. The Laplacian
matrix is given by LLL =DDDin −AAA, where DDDin is the di-
agonal matrix with its ith diagonal element equal to
din(i) for i = 1, 2, . . . , N . If G is strongly connected,
then 000 is a simple eigenvalue of LLL. We say that G
is weight-balanced if dout(i) = din(i) for all i ∈ V .
Under the condition that G is weight-balanced, we
may obtain 1T

NLLL = 000 and LLLs = (LLL+LLLT)/2 ≥ 0,
where 1N is an N -dimensional column vector with
each element being 1. Notably, an arbitrarily undi-
rected graph is weight-balanced. If G is weight-
balanced and strongly connected, then 0 is a sim-
ple eigenvalue of LLLs and for all xxx ∈ R

N , we have

xxxTLLLsxxx ≥ λ2(LLLs)
∥
∥xxx− 1

N
(1T

Nxxx)1N

∥
∥2, where λ2(LLLs) is

the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of LLLs.

Function f : R
n → R

m is a locally Lipschitz
function at x ∈ R

n if ε > 0, and a positive scalar Lx

exists such that ‖f(x1)− f(x2)‖ ≤ Lx‖x1 −x2‖ for
x1,x2 ∈ B(x, ε), where ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm
and B(x, ε) is a Euclidean ball with radius ε and
center x. Given a locally Lipschitz function f , let
Ωf be the set of points (of measure zero), where f

is non-differentiable, and then the generalized gradi-
ent ∂f is defined as ∂f = co{limt→∞ ∇f(xi)|xi →
x, xi /∈ S ∪ Ωf}, where “co” represents the convex
hull and S is an arbitrary set with measure zero. For
differential inclusion ẋ ∈ K(x), where K : Rn 	→ R

n

is a set-valued map, its solution on [0, T ] ⊂ R is an
absolutely continuous map x : [0, T ] → R

n that sat-
isfies the differential inclusion almost everywhere. If
K is locally bounded, i.e., upper semicontinuous, and
has nonempty, compact, and convex values, then the
existence of a solution can be guaranteed. The cor-
responding LaSalle invariance principle can be found
in Cortés (2008).

Matrix AAA = [aij ] ∈ R
N×N is row-stochastic

if
∑N

j=1 aij = 1 for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. Ma-
trix AAA is column-stochastic if

∑N
i=1 aij = 1 for any

j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. The classical distributed discrete-
time (first-order) consensus algorithm over a fixed
interaction graph can be represented as follows (Ren
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et al., 2007):

xi[k + 1] =

N∑

j=1

aijxj [k], (1)

where xj[k] ∈ R
n is the state of node j at step

k (representing the kth communication event) and
aij is the (i, j)th-entry of the adjacency matrix AAA

associated with an interaction graph. It is generally
assumed that matrix AAA in Eq. (1) is a row-stochastic
matrix with aii > 0. Consensus is achieved in a
network if limk→+∞‖xi(k) − xj(k)‖ = 0 for any
i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}.

The classical distributed continuous-time con-
sensus protocol over a fixed interaction graph can be
described as follows (Ren et al., 2007):

ẋi(t) = c
N∑

j=1

aij [xj(t)− xi(t)], (2)

where xi(t) ∈ R
n is the state of agent i at time t,

c > 0 the coupling strength, and AAA = [aij ]N×N the
adjacency matrix of the interaction graph. It is gen-
erally assumed that each diagonal entry of matrix AAA

in system (2) is equal to 0. Thus, system (2) can
be equivalently written as ẋi(t) = −c

∑N
j=1 lijxj(t)

with LLL = [lij ]N×N being the corresponding Lapla-
cian matrix. Since each agent uses only its neigh-
bors’ information, the protocol is in a distributed
fashion. We say that the consensus is achieved if
limt→+∞ ‖xi(t) − xj(t)‖ = 0 for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N

and for any given initial condition xk(0) (k =

1, 2, . . . , N).

3 Distributed discrete-time economic
dispatch in smart grid

Consider a traditional EDP with a supply-
demand balance condition and generator constraints
in SG, which is formulated as

min

N∑

i=1

Ci(Pi)

s.t.
N∑

i=1

Pi = Ptotal, P
min
i ≤ Pi ≤ Pmax

i , (3)

where Pi is the power generation of the ith generator,
Ci(Pi) is the corresponding generation cost, Ptotal is
the total power demand, and Pmin

i and Pmax
i limit

the capacity of the ith generator.

The main objective of ED in SG is to make
the power system run under most economical condi-
tions while meeting the power demand and generator
capacity constraints. Practically, some operational
constraints in the SG, such as transmission losses,
prohibited operating zones, ramp rate constraints,
and valve-point loadings, should be considered. To
deal with EDP, various centralized ED methods have
been suggested. However, the previous centralized
ED methods rely on some global information of the
grid and sometimes need detailed information of each
generator, which may be inapplicable to SGs in the
presence of a large number of DERs. Therefore, dis-
tributed algorithms are more suitable for addressing
EDP of the SG with a lot of DERs due to their
robustness, low information requirements, and ex-
cellent scalability. In this section, we will give an
overview of the research progress of the distributed
discrete-time ED in SG in recent years. We generally
focus on the following two aspects: simple ED with-
out practical operational constraints and ED with
transmission line losses, unit ramp rate constraints,
prohibited operating zones, and valve-point loading
effects.

3.1 Distributed discrete-time economic
dispatch without a practical operational
constraint

The cost of each generator is usually modeled by
a quadratic function which is a typical convex func-
tion. For EDP (3) with power demand constraints
and generator constraints, when the distributed gen-
erators in the SG operate in an optimal state, the
incremental costs of all generators have a common
value. Consequently, the concept of taking incre-
mental costs of the generators as a consensus vari-
able emerges, and consensus protocols are employed
to solve EDP in the SG. By feeding the mismatch
between power generation and demand back to the
consensus algorithm, the demand and supply balance
constraint in EDP is guaranteed.

Zhang Z and Chow (2011, 2012) proposed sev-
eral new kinds of decentralized methods to solve EDP
by the first-order consensus technique, where the
incremental cost of each generator was selected as
the consensus variable. Specifically, the relationship
between communication topology and convergence
speed of the EDP algorithm was analyzed in Zhang
Z and Chow (2012). The algorithms used in Zhang
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Z and Chow (2011, 2012) are given as follows:

λi[k + 1] =

N∑

j=1

dijλj [k], (4a)

λleader[k + 1] =

N∑

j=1

dijλj [k] + εΔP, (4b)

where λi[k] is the consensus variable of the ith gener-
ator at step k, λleader[k] is a variable associated with
the leading generator, dij satisfies

∑N
j=1 dij = 1,

ΔP is the total deviation of power supply and de-
mand, and ε is a positive scalar. The leading gen-
erator updates its consensus variable according to
Eq. (4b), and other generators will update their con-
sensus variables according to Eq. (4a). Here, the
leading generator is responsible for gathering the de-
viation of power supply and demand. Dominguez-
Garcia et al. (2012) developed a decentralized ratio
consensus algorithm to achieve optimal dispatch of
DER, and introduced an external leading generator
to comprehend the total demand. In the absence of
a central controller or a leading generator, how to
obtain power mismatches in a fully distributed way
and how to meet the supply-demand balance con-
straint are two challenges for adopting a distributed
consensus-based approach to solve EDP in the SG.

Taking incremental cost as a consensus variable,
many distributed consensus-based discrete-time ED
algorithms were proposed (Kar and Hug, 2012; Bi-
netti et al., 2013; Yang SP et al., 2013; Yang T et al.,
2016; Yang ZQ et al., 2017; Zhao CC et al., 2017a;
Li Q et al., 2019; Wang R et al., 2019a). In the
distributed discrete-time algorithms for EDPs in the
SG, a common update rule of the local mismatch es-
timation (Yang SP et al., 2013; Yang T et al., 2016;
Wang R et al., 2019a) is given by

ΔPi[k+1] =
∑

j∈Ni

dijΔPj [k]−(Pi[k+1]−Pi[k]), (5)

where ΔPi[k] and Pi[k] are the local mismatch es-
timate and generation of the ith generator, respec-
tively. Using the local mismatch estimate to adjust
the power outputs of generators and coordinating
with their local neighbors, incremental costs of all
generators converge to a consensus value. Moreover,
it realizes the objective of supply-demand balance
without a leading generator collecting the power out-
put of each generator.

Results based on the equal incremental cost cri-
terion for EDP on undirected communication net-
works have been reported (Kar and Hug, 2012; Yang
ZQ et al., 2017; Li Q et al., 2019; Wang R et al.,
2019a). Kar and Hug (2012) introduced an innova-
tion item based on the consensus item, used the con-
sensus item to make the incremental cost converge
to a common value, and used the innovation item to
ensure that the power generation and demand are
equal. The proposed distributed algorithm for EDP
in Yang ZQ et al. (2017) is suitable for time-varying
power demand and switching communication topol-
ogy. Wang R et al. (2019a) proposed a consensus-
based distributed algorithm, where the gain of mis-
matched feedback is time-varying. Li Q et al. (2019)
embedded the proportional integral (PI) frequency
controller and neural network controller in the con-
sensus protocol to generate a DED algorithm, which
could realize real-time dispatch of power systems in-
stead of traditional periodic dispatch. Li Q et al.
(2019) also considered the problems of communica-
tion failure and line loss.

Considering the possible packet loss, com-
munication failure, and communication asymme-
try, the bidirectional communication on undi-
rected communication topologies is restrictive. Dis-
tributed discrete-time EDP on directed communica-
tion graphs has been further studied (Binetti et al.,
2013; Yang SP et al., 2013; Xing et al., 2015b; Yang T
et al., 2016). Xing et al. (2015b) proposed a fully dis-
tributed consensus-based bisection approach to solve
EDP with strongly connected digraphs; this algo-
rithm is suitable for the case where the cost function
is generally convex and not limited to be quadratic.
Yang SP et al. (2013) employed the same incremen-
tal cost criterion and proposed an algorithm that
ensures the incremental costs converging to the opti-
mal value under the strong connectivity assumption
of the communication topology; the proposed algo-
rithm can be regarded as a distributed implemen-
tation of the standard λ-iteration method. Later,
based on Yang SP et al. (2013), Yang T et al. (2016)
proposed a distributed algorithm using the minimum
time steps for EDP with digraphs, which could speed
up convergence while reducing communication costs.

In addition to the incremental cost consensus
approach, distributed gradient-based discrete-time
algorithms have been employed to solve EDP in the
SG (Li CJ et al., 2014, 2016; Zhang W et al., 2015;
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Guo et al., 2016). The concept of the DED gradient-
based algorithm is that within the capacity of gen-
erators, the update rule of power generation of each
generator is

Pi[k + 1] = Pi[k]− α[k]

N∑

j=1

wij [k]∇Cj(Pj [k]), (6)

where Pi[k] is the generation of the ith generator
at the kth iteration, α[k] the step size, ∇Ci(Pi[k])

the gradient of the cost function Ci(Pi) at Pi[k],
and wij [k] the (i, j)th-entry of matrix WWW [k] satisfy-
ing 1T

NWWW [k] = 000 and WWW [k]1N = 000. The distributed
generators cooperatively minimize the global objec-
tive function by exchanging gradient information of
the local cost functions with their neighbors. To
make the generators operate within their capacity
in the process of ED, Li CJ et al. (2014) used a
θ-logarithmic barrier, and Zhang W et al. (2015)
exploited the projection method to ensure that the
power outputs of all generators were within their ca-
pacity range. Specifically, in Li CJ et al. (2016), the
event-triggered mechanism and the gradient-based
method were combined to reduce the communica-
tion cost while ensuring the convergence speed of
the algorithm. As mentioned in Guo et al. (2016),
for the DED gradient-based algorithms, the choice
of step size and the allocation of power demand at
the initial time are vital.

Notably, most of the distributed discrete-time
algorithms designed for EDP in the SG are based
on an ideal communication environment. A per-
fect communication condition is the premise of en-
suring the performance of the proposed algorithms.
Therefore, the quality of the communication service
has become an essential consideration of economic
scheduling in the SG. In practical applications, the
limited bandwidth of communication channels and
the delay of data transmission will decrease the per-
formance of ED algorithms. Therefore, in the study
of the EDP in the SG, researchers have made con-
siderable effort to analyze the effect of communi-
cation packet loss and communication delay on the
achievement of ED. For example, considering com-
munication losses in communication networks, a ro-
bust distributed algorithm based on the equal in-
cremental cost criterion for EDP was introduced in
Zhang Y et al. (2016), and its convergence could be
guaranteed by connecting communication topology
even if there were communication losses. Based on

the push-sum and gradient approaches, Wu et al.
(2017) studied EDP on digraphs with communica-
tion losses. Duan and Chow (2020) proposed a ro-
bust consensus-based distributed discrete-time algo-
rithm for EDP using a correction method to compen-
sate for the packet loss. For EDP with time delays,
Yang T et al. (2015) studied the influence of time
delays on the distributed algorithm, where time de-
lays were constant. Considering the more general
nonuniform delays in actual situations, Yang T et al.
(2017) studied EDP over time-varying communica-
tion networks with nonuniform delays using the gra-
dient push-sum method. Yuan et al. (2019) devel-
oped a distributed asynchronous algorithm based on
Yang T et al. (2017).

No matter the incremental cost consensus algo-
rithm or the gradient-based method, the information
that the distributed generators need to exchange,
such as local incremental cost estimate, gradient in-
formation of cost functions, and power outputs, in-
volves the privacy information of generators. With
the development of SG, privacy protection and secu-
rity are becoming increasingly important. From the
perspective of privacy protection, Pourbabak et al.
(2018) developed a novel distributed algorithm for
EDP, in which the information that the generator
needs to exchange with its neighbors was only the es-
timate of the local mismatch between the generating
capacity and demand, and did not disclose private
information like the incremental cost and local cost
function. In addition to privacy protection, cyber-
attacks are one of the significant threats to SG. The
existence of cyber-attacks, such as malicious nodes
that inject false data into the transmitted informa-
tion, may paralyze the whole power system, making
power scheduling impossible. Therefore, it is vital to
design attack-resistant distributed discrete-time al-
gorithms for EDP in the SG. Some research advances
on ED in the presence of cyber-attacks can be found
(Liu et al., 2016; Zeng et al., 2017; Zhao CC et al.,
2017a; Li PK et al., 2018).

3.2 Distributed discrete-time economic dis-
patch with practical operational constraints

To simplify the analysis, some of the studies
on typical EDP in the SG consider only the genera-
tor capacity and supply-demand balance constraints.
However, in the actual operation and control of
the power system, there are often various practical
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constraints, such as power losses on the transmission
lines, ramp rate limits for power generators because
the power output cannot change in time, and prohib-
ited operating zones where the generator load is not
stable. These practical operational constraints make
EDPs have non-convex characteristics, and hence
their solutions are more complex.

Considering power losses in EDP, the supply-
demand balance constraint becomes

N∑

i=1

Pi = Ptotal + Ploss, (7)

where Ploss is the transmission loss. Ploss is usually
expressed as a simple quadratic function (Binetti
et al., 2014b; Kouveliotis-Lysikatos and Hatziar-
gyriou, 2017; Zhao CC et al., 2017b; Wang R et al.,
2019b), and the equality constraint with such trans-
mission loss makes EDPs become non-convex opti-
mization problems. Binetti et al. (2014b) proposed a
distributed consensus-based algorithm for EDP with
transmission losses, and considered power loss of
each transmission line. Zhang Y and Chow (2015)
studied EDP with transmission losses employing
the primal-dual method, where each bus communi-
cated with its neighbors for local mismatch estimate.
Kouveliotis-Lysikatos and Hatziargyriou (2017) used
Kron’s formula to calculate power losses and applied
a replication dynamics model to solve EDP. Consid-
ering the transmission losses with matrix quadratic
form, Xing et al. (2015a) designed a distributed aver-
age consensus-based algorithm. Xing et al. (2015a)
used the local dichotomy to calculate the optimal
incremental cost, but required a leading generator
to comprehend the total power demand of the gen-
erators. Using the ratio consensus, Zhao CC et al.
(2017b) studied the energy management with trans-
mission losses on the directed communication topol-
ogy of the SG. By transforming the equality con-
straint with transmission losses into the inequality
constraint by the relaxation method, Zhao CC et al.
(2017b) transformed a non-convex problem into a
convex problem, where some sufficient conditions for
equivalence of the two problems were further pro-
vided. A distributed asynchronous algorithm can be
found in Wang R et al. (2019b) to deal with EDP
with transmission losses.

In the distributed discrete-time ED algorithm,
the ramp rate limits can be described as

− P
ramp_1
i ≤ Pi[k]− Pi[k − 1] ≤ P

ramp_2
i , (8)

where P
ramp_1
i and P

ramp_2
i are the generators’

ramp rate limits which provide allowable tuning of
generator i’s output power within two timing inter-
vals. To make the generators run stably, the prohib-
ited operating zones in EDP are as follows:

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Pmin
i ≤ Pi ≤ Pi,1,

Pi,(l−1) ≤ Pi ≤ Pi,l,

Pi,mi ≤ Pi ≤ Pmax
i ,

(9)

where l = 2, 3, . . . ,mi, and mi is the number of pro-
hibited zones for generator i. For the valve-point
loading effects, the cost functions of generators are
usually approximated by adding the sine function af-
ter the quadratic function (Binetti et al., 2014a; Xie
et al., 2018; Li FY et al., 2019). Some more dis-
tributed ED algorithms under various operational
constraints, like ramp rate limits, prohibited operat-
ing zones, and valve-point loading effects, have been
designed (Binetti et al., 2014a; Xu et al., 2015; Xie
et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018; Li FY et al., 2019). Bi-
netti et al. (2014a) designed a distributed algorithm
based on auction technology and the consensus al-
gorithm to solve non-convex EDP in the SG, includ-
ing valve-point loading effects, multi-fuel selection,
prohibited operating zones, and other constraints.
Considering the generator capacity, supply-demand
balance constraint, and ramp rate constraints, Xu
et al. (2015) transformed the discrete-time EDP into
a knapsack problem and designed a DED algorithm
using the notion of dynamic programming. Zhou
et al. (2018) reported a distributed consensus-based
EDP with ramp rate limits. Xie et al. (2018) pro-
posed a distributed stochastic gradient-free method
to solve non-convex EDP with practical operational
constraints. Considering the valve-point loading ef-
fects, Li FY et al. (2019) studied EDP on strongly
connected digraphs using the distributed pattern
search algorithm.

Compared with EDP without practical opera-
tional constraints, research results of the distributed
discrete-time ED algorithms with practical opera-
tional constraints in the SG are relatively few. To
improve the completeness of solving EDP, the dis-
tributed algorithm of non-convex EDP with vari-
ous practical operational constraints needs further
exploration.
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4 Distributed continuous-time eco-
nomic dispatch in smart grid

In this section, we elaborately discuss the typi-
cal distributed continuous-time ED algorithms in the
SG.

In recent years, as discussed in the previous sec-
tion, there have been many interesting works on dis-
tributed discrete-time algorithms to tackle economic
power dispatch problems. Continuous-time ED al-
gorithms, or broadly saying, distributed optimiza-
tion ones, have rapidly developed in recent years
mainly due to the following reasons and consider-
ation: With the development of cyber-physical tech-
niques and application scenarios of real-time opti-
mization techniques, it is vital to pay much more at-
tention to continuous-time settings since numerous
practical industrial systems operate in a continuous-
time manner. On one hand, continuous-time algo-
rithms, especially neuro-dynamic optimization ones,
have attracted considerable attention with the well-
developed and powerful control techniques and the
easy realization of hardware implementations. Mul-
tiple types of continuous-time algorithms have been
designed to solve various linear and nonlinear pro-
gramming problems. Among these applications,
various distributed continuous-time algorithms have
been designed for distributed optimization of multi-
agent networks (Yang T et al., 2019). On the other
hand, from the viewpoint of continuous-time dynam-
ics, more reliable and rigorous theoretical results are
expected to be obtained via well-established analytic
tools and theory, such as Lyapunov stability theory
and nonsmooth analysis.

In what follows, we will summarize the dis-
tributed continuous-time ED algorithms with cat-
egories regarding the various generators’ constraints
and under various communication imperfections.

4.1 Distributed continuous-time economic
dispatch with generators’ constraints

According to whether the individual genera-
tors subject to constraints, the study of distributed
continuous-time EDPs can be classified roughly into
distributed continuous-time EDPs without any con-
straint on generators (Mudumbai et al., 2012; Li KX
et al., 2018; Zhao ZY and Chen, 2018; Li H et al.,
2019) and distributed continuous-time EDPs with
generators subject to constraints. Furthermore, the

study of distributed continuous-time EDPs with gen-
erators subject to constraints can be categorized as
distributed continuous-time EDPs with generators
subject to box-constraints (each generator has up-
per and lower bounds on the power it could produce)
(Cherukuri and Cortés, 2015, 2016; Chen et al., 2017;
Chen and Zhao, 2018, 2020; He et al., 2018, 2019; Li
CJ et al., 2018; Yu WW et al., 2018; Bai et al., 2019;
Huang et al., 2019; Mao et al., 2019; Wang D et al.,
2019; Dai et al., 2020) and distributed continuous-
time EDPs with generators subject to non-box con-
straints (Yi et al., 2016; Liang et al., 2019; Zhu et al.,
2019).

Without considering any box-constraint for gen-
erators, Mudumbai et al. (2012) designed a new
kind of distributed algorithm for frequency control
and optimal ED with heterogeneous power gener-
ators. Specifically, it was assumed in Mudumbai
et al. (2012) that the cost function for each gener-
ator was twice differentiable and strictly convex, and
that the total power imbalance was available in al-
gorithm design. Li KX et al. (2018) considered a
kind of nonsmooth cost function for ED, where the
concept of dual agents whose roles are to communi-
cate with other agents on behalf of primal agents was
presented.

Cherukuri and Cortés (2015) considered EDP
with a weight-balanced communication digraph and
generators subject to box-constraints. Based on the
nonsmooth analysis and stability theory of differen-
tial inclusions, a class of algorithms with distributed
Laplacian-gradient dynamics were designed to guar-
antee that the considered EDP could be solved
asymptotically. Yu WW et al. (2018) proposed a
framework for economic power dispatch based on
distributed optimization and consensus dynamics.
They introduced two fully distributed protocols to
realize the consensus of the incremental costs among
generators with or without box-like capacity con-
straints. It was proved in Yu WW et al. (2018)
that if the modified incremental costs of all gen-
erators reach consensus, the power output of each
generator would achieve the corresponding optimal
solution. Since the convergence speed of the first-
order algorithm is relatively low, it is desirable to
accelerate the convergence by developing algorithms
with high-order dynamics. Within this context, dis-
tributed second-order algorithms were further stud-
ied in He et al. (2018) and Wang D et al. (2019).
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Particularly, He et al. (2018) proposed two kinds of
second-order continuous-time algorithms to solve the
economic power dispatch problem. By applying the
nonsmooth exact penalty function, the following dif-
ferential equation was established and analyzed in
He et al. (2018):

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

Ṗi(t) = −
N∑

j=1,j �=i

aij [Qj(t)−Qi(t)],

Q̇i(t) ∈ −εQi(t)− ∂fθ
i (Pi(t)),

(10)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , N .
Wang D et al. (2019) proposed a second-order

continuous-time algorithm to seek the optimal so-
lution to DEDPs over connected communication
graphs based on the saddle-point dynamics and dif-
ferential inclusion theory. The obtained algorithms
can be further extended to the case with switching
communication topologies. Dai et al. (2020) devel-
oped a distributed algorithm for ED with unknown
cost functions. The state-action-value function ap-
proximation using semi-gradient Q-learning and the
multiplier splitting technique for distributed opti-
mization were combined to obtain the optimal so-
lution in Dai et al. (2020).

Another crucial concern for ED in the SG is the
initialization procedures for all generators. Many
existing results require meticulous initialization co-
ordination to ensure that the supply-demand balance
can be met at the initial dispatch instants. However,
for dynamic ED, the initialization coordination has
been re-performed whenever generation cost changes
or local load demand varies, or some distributed gen-
erators are added to or removed from the SG. With
the penetration of ever-increasing renewable energy
and aiming at highly flexible SGs, this issue should
be well emphasized and initialization-free DED al-
gorithms are needed. Cherukuri and Cortés (2016)
considered initialization-free ED algorithms over a
strongly connected, weight-balanced digraph. It has
been proved that the dynamics of power mismatch
between supply and demand is input-to-state sta-
ble, which indicates that the algorithm would be ro-
bust to various initialization errors. Combined with
saddle-point dynamics and consensus algorithms,
Bai et al. (2019) designed a distributed algorithm for
ED on undirected graphs with a mild requirement
for the initial conditions. The consensus protocols
were applied to distributively estimate the global in-

formation, and the saddle-point dynamics aims to
search for the optimal solution. Using the singular
perturbation theory, exponential stability (practical
stability) of the optimal solution was derived without
(with) the capacity limits.

Owing to the high requirements from indus-
trial applications in SGs, such as security operations
of inverter-based devices, traditional ED algorithms
considering only box-like constraints are beyond ad-
equate. It is important but also rather challenging
to develop distributed algorithms to deal with more
general capacity constraints, since the KKT condi-
tions for optimization problems with and without
general local constraints are dramatically different.
Yi et al. (2016) addressed the distributed optimal
resource allocation problem with multi-dimensional
decision variables and non-box local feasibility con-
straints, where the designed algorithms can be ap-
plied to solve dynamic EDP. Liang et al. (2019)
developed a kind of distributed algorithm to solve
the resource allocation problems with local set con-
straints and coupled inequality constraints, where
the underlying network topology was modeled by a
weight-balanced graph. In practice, the sub-optimal
solution is sometimes desirable due to the considera-
tion for low computational cost and simple algorithm
design procedure. Within the context of distributed
sub-optimal resource allocation, some new analysis
methodologies for sub-optimality and convergence
of the distributed algorithms were derived in Liang
et al. (2019), where the twice differentiability con-
dition of the cost function was removed. Zhu et al.
(2019) designed a continuous-time projection algo-
rithm for resource allocation problems (which are
closely related to EDPs) with local convex sets over
a strongly connected and weight-balanced digraph.
The algorithm suggested in Zhu et al. (2019) does not
require pre-computation on the tangent cone, and is
also privacy-preserving. Using tools from nonsmooth
analysis, the asymptotic convergence of the proposed
algorithm to the optimal solution was proved in Zhu
et al. (2019).

In the investigation of DEDPs, the convergence
speed of the algorithm plays a significant role, since
the renewable energy resources penetrate deeply into
the SG and the generation and loads usually vary
frequently. Finite-time convergence is preferable in
practical applications when the DED algorithms are
usually viewed as periodic optimization procedures.
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Different from the DED algorithms mentioned above,
where the asymptotic convergence speed is ensured,
it is necessary to further investigate the algorithms
with prescribed finite-time convergence speed. Chen
et al. (2017) proposed a finite-time DED algorithm
with a sign function term and an integral term to
calculate scheduled active power, considering both
supply-demand balance and generation capacity con-
straints. The algorithm guarantees the finite-time
convergence for the optimal solution under undi-
rected and connected graphs. In many related works
on ED, the gradients or sub-gradients of local cost
functions are assumed to be bounded or have a
linear-increasing assumption. Mao et al. (2019) fur-
ther applied the sign function term to relax such re-
strictions, and the finite-time convergence for more
general convex objective functions was derived based
on the finite-time control theory. The main ben-
efit of finite-time ED algorithms is that they have
higher convergence speed. Notably, the settling time
of finite-time algorithms is directly dependent on the
initial state of the whole network system. However,
for practical SGs, the initial states of generators are
costly to obtain and may vary a lot in each dis-
patch period. It is more advantageous to design a
new distributed algorithm with prescribed settling
time, which is independent of the initial states of
generators. This falls into the investigation of fixed-
time control. Within this context, Li H et al. (2019)
proposed a DED algorithm with fixed-time conver-
gence without box-constraints but subject to supply-
demand balance constraints. For the case with more
general generators’ capacity constraints, designing
distributed initialization-free continuous-time ED al-
gorithms is still facing challenges, and it is worth
devoting much effort to this topic in the future.

4.2 Distributed continuous-time economic
dispatch with communication imperfections

One of the most common factors considered
within the framework of the distributed continuous-
time ED subject to communication imperfections
is communication delay. Note that time delay is
ubiquitous in almost all practical systems since it
is a basic property that exists in the processes of
sensing (a certain amount of time needed for the
sensor to acquire information), communication (lim-
ited communication speed within the communication
network), control (execution time needed to imple-

ment control inputs), and computation (computa-
tion time to generate allowable control inputs). In
various distributed continuous-time ED algorithms,
the communication network was assumed to be per-
fect, and no communication time delay was involved.
However, when applying the distributed algorithms
in real application scenarios, the communication
time delays are inevitable, which might degrade the
convergence speed or even destroy the convergence
of the algorithms. It is thus vital to further investi-
gate the distributed continuous-time algorithms by
fully considering the effect of time delays. The main
research concern for this topic is to study under what
conditions regarding the time delays the effectiveness
of algorithms can still be assured. Or equivalently,
what is the effect of communication time delays on
the distributed continuous-time ED algorithms; also,
will one be able to find the conditions of time delays
such that the optimization problem can be solved?

Zhu et al. (2016) proposed a modified dis-
tributed algorithm for the evolution of incremental
cost as

ẏi(t) = −2cγi

N∑

j=1

lijyj(t− τij) (11)

for generators i = 1, 2, . . . , N , where c > 0 represents
the coupling strength among neighbor generators,
γi > 0 the parameter related to the cost function of
generator i, and τij > 0 the time needed for the in-
formation transformation from generator i to gener-
ator j. By taking the Laplace transformation on the
variable yi(t) and analyzing the zeros of the trans-
fer function, a necessary and sufficient condition for
the allowable time delay upper bound was derived in
Zhu et al. (2016). Considering the box-constraints
for generators, Chen and Zhao (2018) suggested a
second-order distributed continuous-time ED algo-
rithm, where heterogenous time delays were included
in the algorithm. Using the generalized Nyquist
criterion, the impacts of time delays on dynamic
performance were extensively analyzed, and a suf-
ficient condition for the maximum allowable delay
bounds to ensure DED was derived. Under a strongly
connected and weight-balanced communication di-
graph, Zhao ZY and Chen (2018) designed an event-
based DED algorithm, where constant communica-
tion delay was considered. Sufficient conditions re-
garding the event-triggered parameters and the con-
stant delay were further presented in Zhao ZY and
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Chen (2018), under which the considered ED can be
achieved. Considering the generation capacity con-
straints, Chen and Zhao (2020) proposed a kind of
distributed second-order algorithm with nonuniform
communication delays and self-delays. The impacts
of delays on the convergence of the proposed algo-
rithm were analyzed using the matrix perturbation
analysis method and the generalized Nyquist crite-
rion, and the strict upper bound of time delays on
the convergence of algorithms was also given in Chen
and Zhao (2020).

The above works have derived significant re-
sults of the impacts of communication delays on the
distributed algorithms for ED in the SG. Notably,
in practical power systems, especially in large-scale
ones with distributed properties, the communication
time delays are usually time-varying. Thus, estab-
lishing an effective distributed continuous-time algo-
rithm with time-varying communication time delay
is of great significance. Huang et al. (2019) designed
a fully DED algorithm under strongly connected di-
graphs, incorporated the time-varying delays and es-
timated active power variables into the algorithm.
Sufficient conditions in the form of linear matrix in-
equalities regarding the upper bound and derivatives
of delays were given to guarantee the convergence of
the algorithm to the global optimal solution. Yu
M et al. (2020) studied the effects of random de-
lay on the distributed consensus-based algorithms in
solving EDP. To guarantee the convergence of the
algorithm under the generation constraints, a ran-
dom variable was introduced in Yu M et al. (2020)
to model the random delay, and theoretical upper
bounds of the delays were derived.

Another critical factor that appeared in com-
munication networks is communication uncertainty.
Note that communication uncertainties are ubiqui-
tous in practical communication networks, including
the uncertainties caused by fading channel, trans-
mission losses, and data packet dropout. Meanwhile,
some cyber-physical malicious attacks, such as edge
manipulation attacks, could be modeled as specific
types of uncertainties. Note that consensus-based
ED algorithms often use linearly weighted discrep-
ancy between the neighbor generators; the appear-
ance of communication uncertainties will directly
tamper the prescribed weights, and thus may al-
ter the dynamics or even lead to divergence of al-
gorithms. Hence, it is worth further exploring ro-

bust ED algorithms to suppress the adverse effects
of communication uncertainties critically. Wen et al.
(2018) suggested an adaptive consensus-based frame-
work to deal with EDP in the presence of commu-
nication uncertainties. The proposed distributed
continuous-time ED algorithm with the adaptive
weight-adjustment technique is as follows:
⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

ζ̇i(t) = 2cγi
∑

j∈Ni

[aij(t) + ωij(t)][ζj(t)− ζi(t)],

ȧij(t) = hij [ζj(t)− ζi(t)]
2, j ∈ Ni,

(12)
where ζi(t) denotes the incremental cost of gen-
erator i, hij = hji is the positive constant, and
ωij(t) = ωji(t) is the time-varying and unknown
communication uncertainty. By designing the Lya-
punov energy function, it was proved that the op-
timal dispatch of electric power could be assured
against unknown communication uncertainties, and
that the balance between power supply and demand
could be met during the dispatch process.

5 Conclusions and future research
directions

We have reviewed some research advances on
distributed economic dispatch (DED) in the smart
grid (SG). Notably, many interesting and important
issues concerning how to design efficient DED algo-
rithms for SG deserve further investigation. Some
interesting and critical future research topics within
this field are pointed out as follows:

1. Distributed security ED of the SG
As an important next-generation electricity in-

frastructure, the SG aims to yield smarter features
than the traditional electric grid in multiple aspects
by highly incorporating sophisticated communica-
tion and information technologies. Several cyber-
security challenges emerge within this context, espe-
cially related to connectivity of the underlying com-
munication networks, normal functioning of power
facilities, and privacy protection for data collection.
At present, designing resilient ED algorithms for the
SG subject to cyber-attacks on generators and/or
on the underlying communication networks is essen-
tial, and thus deserves further investigation. An-
other critical research topic in the context of dis-
tributed security ED in the SG is how to design dis-
tributed privacy-preserving ED strategies for multi-
ple generators.
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2. Distributed fast ED in the SG with practical
constraints

In the past few years, various fast coordination
algorithms for multi-agent networks have been de-
signed (Hu B et al., 2019; Hu HX et al., 2019). Ser-
val distributed fast algorithms have been constructed
and used to address the finite/fixed-time EDPs of the
SG in the absence of practical constraints (e.g., the
output constraints of distributed generators and the
constraints over a distribution network). Practically,
it is highly desirable to develop distributed fast ED
algorithms such that the dispatch objectives can be
achieved in finite or fixed time while satisfying the
practical constraints.

3. Efficient initialization-free DED in the SG
Power balance is a prerequisite for successfully

executing most of the existing ED algorithms in
the SG. Some initialization-free DED algorithms
have been reported. Nevertheless, most of the
initialization-free DED algorithms have only asymp-
totic convergence speeds. How to construct more
efficient initialization-free DED algorithms for the
SG is still an outstanding issue and deserves further
studies.

4. DED in the SG in the presence of smart en-
ergy storage batteries and flexible loads

It is not difficult to foresee that different kinds
of smart energy storage batteries and flexible loads
will be heavily integrated into the future SG, which
will be essentially controllable resources to balance
the power supply and demand. The developments
of smart battery energy storage technology and
scheduling technology of flexible loads will be helpful
in peak shaving of power energy demands. There-
fore, it will be an interesting topic to consider how to
take full advantage of flexible loads and smart energy
storage batteries in solving distributed EDPs.

5. DED in the SG with artificial intelligence
technologies

There have been advances in artificial intelli-
gence (AI) technologies for addressing various mod-
ern industrial problems. AI technologies and tools
excel at dealing with data analysis, evolution be-
havior analysis, and prediction of engineering sys-
tems, system control, and complex decision-making
problems. AI technologies (e.g., the deep learning
approach, brain-like technology, and reinforcement
learning approach) will provide new paradigms for
dealing with DED in the SG, especially under uncer-

tain environments.
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